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Contingency Management Fact Sheet
What is Contingency Management?
Contingency management (CM) is a behavioral intervention that promotes healthy behavior using positive
reinforcement in the form of rewards [1]. Originally developed to treat substance use disorders, CM was
adopted by public health practitioners and policymakers to help bring about a variety of positive health
outcomes, including employment seeking behaviors [2], starting and continuing to take prescribed
medications for the prevention of HIV [3], and remaining engaged in HIV care [4], [5]. Rewards can be cash or
cash-equivalent vouchers, vouchers for goods and services, or tickets for random draws from a pool of prizes
[6]. CM is called different names depending on one’s discipline; in public policy research, for example, CM
involving financial incentives may also be referred to as “conditional cash transfers” or “conditional economic
incentivization.”

How Does CM Work?
A premise of CM is that human behaviors are shaped by their consequences. Positive reinforcement such as
economic incentives can be useful in encouraging healthy behaviors and ensuring they continue [7]. CM can
also help overcome errors in judgement that may lead to unhealthy behaviors. One such error is present-bias:
the human tendency to place inordinate weight or focus on immediate concerns or rewards when making
decisions [8], [9].
To illustrate using HIV as a focus: patients may choose not to adhere to HIV medication for short-term benefit
of non-adherence (e.g., avoiding stigma, reduced costs to access care, and reduction in medication side
effects) over the substantial long-term benefits of staying in care (e.g., viral suppression, better overall health,
and increased life expectancy). With incentives for behavior (i.e., HIV care visits) and biomarkers (i.e., viral load
reduction), CM can provide immediate rewards for staying in care and, in doing so, lead to improved health
outcomes [4], [5].

Is CM efficacious for individuals living with HIV?
Several randomized controlled trials have assessed the efficacy of CM interventions to improve HIV-related
outcomes [10]–[12]. These studies have shown that financial incentives have led to improved retention in HIV
care [11], [13]–[15] and increased adherence to antiretroviral therapy (ART) [16]–[18]. Although results related
to financial incentives to achieve viral load suppression have been mixed [11], [12], a recent study published
by a CHIPTS investigator found that CM combined with peer health navigation was associated with a 2.4-fold
increase in the likelihood of viral suppression [19], [17].
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There is also evidence that CM can effectively address the needs of substance-using people living with HIV.
When combined with psychotherapy, CM was associated with reduced cravings for methamphetamine among
a cohort of HIV-positive sexual minority men [20]. Further, CM, when combined with peer health navigation,
was shown to improve ART among transgender women of color who are living with HIV [5], [19].

What are key concerns with CM?
Even though cash incentives are not often used with CM, key concerns include potential abuse where
incentives have some financial value, as well as the moral and ethical considerations of “paying people to
do what they should be doing.” Concerns are heightened when CM interventions give financial incentives to
individuals who use substances. These concerns related to financial abuse arise within a specific context—
recent incidents of fraud uncovered the unethical marketing practices of some drug treatment facilities
[21], [22]. Moreover, concerns of many around the idea of using “taxpayer money” to pay “drug addicts” or
“meth addicts” “cold hard cash” or “cash rewards” for engaging in treatment is seen as a significant barrier to
accepting a CM intervention [23]. Finally, there remains questions about the long-term sustainability of CM.
While evidence clearly demonstrates that CM is efficacious, some opponents raise the concern of long-term
sustainability after the targeted rewards are removed. Given that funding restrictions often limit followup beyond 12 months, this concern is warranted; it is, however, a critique that can be lodged against any
behavioral interventions (i.e., do outcomes diminish once the intervention ends).

Is CM a viable solution for substance use treatment and HIV care?
Despite concerns, community-based organizations, researchers, advocates, policymakers and legislators will
continue to test the viability of CM as an evidence-based intervention for improving health outcomes [24].
Research settings will continue to implement and evaluate CM in substance use treatment, HIV care, and other
public health settings. Meanwhile, communities seeking to address HIV-related outcomes and substance
use in their jurisdictions will continue to look to additional solutions that can bridge innovative low-barrier
treatment options, such as CM, to help onboard affected individuals onto a pathway of wellness and longterm recovery [25].

Conclusion
Notwithstanding concerns about the ethics of and long-term fiscal commitment to CM, CM can be an effective
strategy to improve health outcomes among people living with HIV. Research settings and communities
should and will continue to implement and evaluate CM to improve substance use treatment and HIV care.
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